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About This Game

Copoka is an open-world exploratory indie game about a bird building its nest in a totalitarian city state. As a player, you are
soaring free, high above the city of Copoka, as a contrast to the citizens below. Your goal is to find and collect twigs for your

nest, and as you construct your home piece by piece a story of intrigue and politics beneath around you.

Key Features

Take wing and enjoy the freedom of flight

Experience a city boiling with strife and political turmoil

Eavesdrop on conversations to get the full story of the city

Story

The city of Copoka is in distress. Speakers all around the city proclaim the glory of the Great Leader and how she will bring
salvation to a country in need, while people lament in the streets about starvation and dissatisfaction. Something is brewing in

the back alleys of the slums. Whispers in the wind tell about a coming uprising, about an end to the suffering and new hope for
the citizens of Copoka. Being a bird you can undertake the role of silent observer. By listening to people around the city a more
nuanced picture of the brewing conflict is revealed - a conflict concerning clashing ideologies regardless of social standing or

allegiance.
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Of course, it’s up to you if you wish to stop and listen. After all, what are human concerns to a bird anyway?
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Title: Copoka
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Inaccurate Interactive
Publisher:
Guru Games
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64, Windows 8 x64, Windows 10 x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400S at 2.5 Ghz or AMD FX-4100 at 3.6 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 560TI or Radeon R7 260X

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1700 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® compatible sound card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Controller is recommended

English
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Nothing to write home about.. What an amazing game.
I have spent almost 90 hour's, my favorite part is dressing the characters.. On its own the Monarch deck is nigh unplayable
because of the lack of tribute fodder, but it does complete the archetype:

Angmarl, Ether and Erebus alongside all but one the Vassals\/Squires and Domain, Pantheism, The Prime and Frost
Blade of the Monarchs, as well as Dark Advance can be found in the Zuzu Boyle card pack (third of the Arc-V card
packs, requires the completion of the Arc-V campaign mission that comes with the base game).

Caius, Mobius, Raiza and Zaborg, as well as Escalation and March of the Monarchs can be found in the Bastion Misawa
card pack (second of the GX packs).

By Order of the Emperor can be found in the Leo\/Luna card pack, which is unlocked during the 5D's campaign.

Escher the Frost Vassal can only be obtained in the Arc-V Yugo's Synchro Dimension DLC.
The Tellarknight deck is a lot more complete, with only five of the Tellarknight archetype not being in this DLC:

Tellarknight Ptolemaeus is found in the Zuzu Boyle card pack (as noted above, it is the third of the Arc-V card
packs unlocked after the first Arc-V campaign mission that requires no DLC).

Satellarknight Zefrathuban and Stellarknight Zefraxciton are both found in the Arc-V Declan VS Celina DLC.
They are Pendulum monsters with Pendulum Scale 1 and 7 respectively, allowing the summoning of all
Tellarknight monsters.

Darktellarknight Batlamyus and Tellarknight Genesis are both not in the game on account of them being too
recent.
If you like the Monarch archetype, this DLC will greatly expand your collection of Monarch cards. If you like
the Tellarknight archetype, this is a must have.. wanted something different to a board game, something new. i
found it. i don't care about other players and streaming etc, as i just wanted it for a few of the family, we logged
in (in the same room quiz) it kicked off lol. brilliant fun. well i got a big love to E.O.D suits so when i buy this
dlc i was very exited to use mr foster when i see lee baron after that i always use baron to fight zeds. Rating 7/10

As a large enthusiast of tower defense games I appreciate the twist deployed by replacing the standard archer,
mage, cannon buildings with comparable dice. The translation of the theme is very intuitive by representing
strength with pip. Another interesting addition is the implementation of space management by dice
combinatorics. Unfortunately this game suffers from some large flaws. The coding is VERY poor. Most of the
dice do not work. Similarly the idea of endless levels is pointless because numerically there is a hard upper limit
on how far you can progress. That said, the game is like $0.50 on sale, and I enjoyed figuring out how far I could
progress.. Kiwi hasn't played this game, but he heard it's pretty terrible. So go ahead and play it.. Buggy and
broken.
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Meh. I cannot compare this game with TW series. Battles are boring and without real animation as in all TW series games. I
really tried to enjoy this game, but NO.. I was doubting this game but I’m so glad I bought it!!!! Every thing runs smoothly and
most importantly it works for the windows mixed reality! I totally recommend it. Well, this game is (very) short compared to
what I've played so far. I finished it in about 1.5 hours, unlocked all the 3 endings, and cleared all the 4 achievements.

The story is below my expectation. Like, 1.5/5, sorry to say.

The match-3 mini-game, while the idea and the gameplay is good, become repetitive near the end of the game.

The video? It surprised me at first since I haven't played other visual novels that use video like this. The second and the third
time, I skipped the video.

So, to whoever read this review, I suggest you to buy it during a sale. And if you're a game developer, you can use this game to
learn what's good and what's bad (and also figure out how to fix the bad things).. Updates are very rare, the game has very little
content, and the updates (if there are any) usually add nothing.. (My playtime also includes several hours of the free version
prior to it being on Steam.)

A lot of people complain that games are getting too dumbed down. Hydra Slayer is here to remind you that actually, you only
want a game as smart as you are, and you ain't all that smart, sunshine. Hydra Slayer is a game that literally has a powerup that
tells you exactly how you can optimally fight everything on screen, and you're still going to lose a lot.

It's a great game in small spurts before the crushing despair gets to you. It's not for everyone, but if you want a hardcore game,
Dark Souls is a god damn ice cream cone next to Hydra Slayer.. Ok now i have had chance to play the game and big thanks to
the dev for listening to the feedback on here.

I like the Game so far got a few hours in today and i know im going to sink a few more hours into it so well worth the price. My
initial problem i think stemed from the tutorial being a bit off (Spoke to the dev and he said he will look into it).

The difficulty at the start is fairly easy but ramps up nicely.
Graphics are pretty nice and ship designs too.

Apart from a few other little bugs ive noticed so far which will hopefully be sorted out soon its a good little game. Also the intro
sequence is good, one of the better ones i have seen for a while

----------Old review----------------------------------------

Ok this Just came out but a bit dissapointed so far.

you need to buy a ship at the start and wait for delivery 3hrs (Real time). Not knowing this i bought a few ships and used all
credits. Next after buying these the game said you can speed up delivery using credits but i have none so not a very helpfull
tutorial.

I have tried restarting the campaign and it does not seem to work as credits are still used up and ships still in shipyard. So do not
buy too many ships at the start people or you will have to wait to actually do anything. Ill now have to wait another 2.5 hrs
before i can play.

I dont usually do reviews but this little point has annoyed me.

My review may change when i can actually play.. Puzzle Bots is a point & click adventure game designed by Erin Robinson
(famous for her indie game Spooks and Little Girl in Underland), however this game has much more in common with one of
her other games that goes by the name of Nanobots.

You start as Hero, the pick-up bot and are soon joined by Ultrabot (the toughest bot) and soon find yourself exploring the world
around you from the eyes of a new-born robot. You'll later be joined by a whole host of other robots who each have their own
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special abilities, which will come in handy as you explore further into the world.

The graphics are cute and the illustrations are provided by some famous illustrators including contributions from Harvey James
of Kotaku fame.

Some of the music tracks are really good, but where the game really excels is in its voice-overs; something you should by now
really ought to expect from Wadjet Eye games.

To finish then, the game is about loving cooperation, and is yet another gem in Wadjet Eye's growing IP archive.

If you're interested, here's my video review:

http:\/\/youtu.be\/5Nnp3QHO68s
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